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A. SCARLET RED Red is the color of fire and denotes Sacred Knowledge. Red opens your 3rd Eye and activates your
Pineal gland. Scarlet red assists in moving into self-realization. Red connects you to your ancestry, lineage and
your passion. Red connects you to the Ancients and their energy and wisdom. Very powerful right now and
connects you to Ancient Egypt.
B. AQUA AZURE ELYSIUM Elysium offers the Divine energy of awakening and enhancing your destiny. Elysium
creates a place of blessed perfect bliss. Azure exists on a higher vibratory plane, uplifting and resonant. Its color
reveals the unconditional joy –blessings within us all.
C. BLUE OCEAN SAPPHIRE Blue emanates from the core of the Universe. Its vibration is the holographic stream of
the “Now.” Blue activates your destiny blue print and your internal connection to your Akashic Records. Blue
Sapphire connects you to the Arch Angelic realm and to the Goddess Isis.
D. ROSE PINK This color is unconditional love and the heart of Creator within you. Pink awakens the Divine
energy within the “Cosmic Heart”. Offers freedom from duality and judgment. Global connection to unconditional
Love. Works in dream state to awaken and connect to the “Heart of God.”
E. EMERALD GREEN Emerald is the color of the deep, verdant forest, untouched and abounding with hidden
secrets. Emerald Shift unveils our inner world of sacred wisdom and insights, ushering in the “Age of
Transparency”.
F. ROYAL PURPLE Clears and heals energies blocking intuition. Steady frequency of positive energy and
transmutation of lower energies. Purple is exceptional in quality, extremely potent and effective, having
supreme, ultimate power. Royal Purple is without restrictions or restraints, able to pass between any and all
worlds, enlightened and free. Imbued with the power of the Violet Flame and the wisdom of the Whales.
G. COSMIC ICE Ice is clear and offers the Celestial energy of connecting to your sacredness. Ice opens the crown
chakra and connects you to your mufti-dimensionality. Allows you to connect to your Cosmic Origin, and infinitely
experience yourself in space and time. Allows you to be expansive, vast and reveal your own true nature and
connect to your Soul's Mission.
H. MINT GREEN Pale mint green connects you to the etheric and brings forth the sacred resonance of freedom. In
kindness, hospitality and joy, receptive and welcoming, embracing and recognizing the divine spark within all that
each of us represent.
I. GREEN GOLD Promotes Creativity and balances the masculine and feminine energies. The green-gold radiance,
activates the resonance of enlightenment and your true “light essence”. This stone is a conduit for healing for the
physical body and offers a balance for the blood, organs and bones.
J. DIVINE GOLD Wisdom – keys to time travel and past life wisdom. Gold radiates spiritual warmth and empowers
ones divine vitality and will. In joyous resonant tones, anything is possible in the ever-present now.
K. IRIDIUM ELDER BLACK The color black has throughout antiquity represented “Mastery of the Mysteries”, the
pinnacle of Spiritual Ascendance. Iridium is known as the “Philosophers Stone”, the ultimate achievement in
Alchemy. The Elder Black stones are grounding and assist in connecting to the Earth and the elements.
L. SEAFOAM ELDER Seafoam is an Elder stone for our Earth. It embodies the element of Salt, rebuilding your
cellular memory. It manifests emotional calm and stability, and assists you to walk in your power. Seafoam can
assist you in clearing your generational and ancestral heritage. Use Seafoam to clear your DNA from past life
issues and to renew your cellular memory. It clears and cleanses your mind, body and spirit and connects you to
the Divine Feminine.

